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Fake News. Fascist. Communist. Snowflake. Social Justice Warrior. 

 

Labels smeared in online forums and social media forming a diatribe indicative of the larger               

issue that plagues America- political polarisation. As civil political discourse deteriorates,           

answers can be found in the way we conceptualise and engage with the truth through media                

consumption. Journalism, culturally perceived as the integrous pursuit of truth, has been            

overshadowed by the shifting landscape of American media in the Digital Age, as the              

promulgation of partisan propaganda has risen and exacerbated social divisions. 

 

The following hypothesis was crafted to effectively address the dynamic between partisan            

journalism and social division, providing insight into how these manifest themselves from            

micro-level individual interactions to macro-level policy decisions while focusing on the           

instigatory role of technology and social media in the Digital Age. 

 

The shifting landscape of the media, with specific reference to online outlets and social media in 

the Digital Age, has resulted in the rise of partisan journalism and subsequent exacerbation of 

political polarisation within American society. 

 

Primary and secondary research serve as pivotal components to this inquiry, with the former              

comprising of a focus group, a questionnaire, and content analysis. A focus group of eight               

individuals with varying media consumption habits and political beliefs facilitated deeper insight            

into the validity of the hypothesis by evincing on partisan polarisation and media bias on social                

media. The questionnaire was disseminated through online platforms to provide qualitative and            

quantitative data on the distribution of partisan information through social media and the nature              

of micro-level polarisation. A selection of news articles and opinion pieces were utilised in the               

content analysis, scrutinising linguistic and political biases within these to examine any trends.             

This procedure contributed to a holistic understanding and assay of the hypothesis, extrapolating             

on the cultural forces that shape partisan journalism and its symbiotic dynamic with political              

division. 
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My project’s continuity and change component analyses the evolution and consistencies of            

partisan journalism throughout American history with regards to its transformation in the Digital             

Age. While the presentation and distribution of journalism has drastically changed through the             

advent of social media, economic factors and the existence of partisanship serve as             

exemplifications of social continuities, which this PIP approaches through selective exposure           

theory. 

 
The cross-cultural perspective of this undertaking is embodied in conservative and progressive            

demographics by inspecting how Democrats and Republicans engage with partisan journalism           

and their subsequently polarised attitudes, ultimately engendering an objective and          

comprehensive understanding of the two issues and the cultural values that shape political             

allegiances. 

 

The journey of composing my PIP has illuminated my understanding of the dynamic between              

partisan journalism and political polarisation in reference to the evolving nature of American             

media. This undertaking has strengthened my research and writing skills, through which I have              

gained deeper insight into the manipulation of language by politically biased sources. My social              

and cultural literacy have developed by understanding the cultural forces that shape media bias              

and partisanship, resultantly nurturing my practice of questioning and corroborating the news I             

consume. 
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This project’s examination of contemporary media bias and political polarisation within America            

in the Digital Age arose from my frequent and passionate engagement with American politics              

and journalism. My topic was chosen over several that were brainstormed due to my own               

micro-level interactions with online news platforms, which often revealed the ubiquity of bias             

and misinformation. The PIP’s focus on the United States over an Australian context is due to                

my personal interest in American media bias and its prominence . This led to the manufacturing               1

of the hypothesis, which tests the intertwined nature of the aforementioned processes effectively. 

 

Research was initially conducted into the nature of media bias in contemporary and quondam              

American journalism, gleaned through academic papers and the content analysis of news articles             

to analyse continuity and change. These influenced the composition of the questionnaire and             

focus group questions, ensuring that all primary research was streamlined to address elements of              

the hypothesis directly, synthesised and corroborated with other sources to enhance the            

information’s accuracy. 

 

The primary research methods individually addressed segments of the hypothesis, such as the             

focus group providing substantial qualitative data on individual attitudes and micro-level           

sentiments on media bias. It evinced on media consumption and engagement patterns, while             

yielding information on participants’ political attitudes towards opposing beliefs with reference           

to progressive and conservative ideologies, addressing my PIP’s cross-cultural perspective. The           

questionnaire’s effectiveness is ascribable to its provision of a quantitative data set on political              

bias and social division on the internet through closed and open-ended queries. The content              

analysis also provided both qualitative and quantitative data on partisan journalism throughout            

American history, as understood through linguistic analysis of news articles from various time             

periods. The small sample sizes and disproportionate representation of Australian participants as            

opposed to Americans slightly hindered the primary research’s usefulness, but compliance with            

principles of consent and confidentiality rendered its conduct as ethical. 

 

1 Refer to Appendix Item B - Question 7. 
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Some impediments to the construction of this PIP presented themselves when carrying out             

primary research, with particular reference to the content analysis. The content analysis inspects             

partisan pieces of American news media within the last hundred years, outlining trends in              

linguistic and ideological bias. However, attaining articles prior to the 1950s proved extremely             

difficult, which elongated the time expended on this phase of the PIP journey, but was resolved                

by accessing newspaper archives.  

 

This PIP journey has been an extremely rewarding experience, enabling me to be a              

well-informed citizen who engages with journalism with greater skepticism by challenging my            

personal media consumption habits and corroborating the information I consume. My           

understanding of polarisation and partisan vilification has made me considerably more accepting            

of differing views, advocating for cultural pluralism and social cohesion. Hence, the PIP journey              

has enhanced my social and cultural literacy through gleaning an understanding of the values and               

beliefs that form people’s political ideology, and how these manifest themselves in partisan             

allegiances and media engagement. 
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Adherence to the principle of objectivity is a defining characteristic of US journalism that              

demonstrates the field’s high degree of professionalisation. However, partisanship within          2

journalism has remained a staple of American discourse, variably communicated to influence            

public consensus and the political landscape for the past two-hundred years. Throughout            

American history, “reporters and editors have ranged the spectrum of left and right” with              3

ideological loyalties determining fealties to political parties. Media bias, which refers to the             

unjustifiable favourability of sources in news coverage , has evolved in the digital landscape and              4

spurred misinformation in the form of ‘fake news’, defined as news content that presents              

inaccurate and unbalanced information by design to tap into existing public beliefs. These             5

partisan biases fuel greater segregation within the American population on the basis of differing              

political beliefs, known as political polarisation. Thus, this chapter addresses the hypothesis in             6

reference to exploring whether partisan journalism has grown in prominence within America’s            

political landscape. 

 

Early American partisan journalism was characterised by the promulgation of political           

propaganda through broadsides and pamphlets , practices that were, according to David A.            7

Copeland, “setting precedents for what would become common practice in the 18th century”.             8

Political bias remained constant throughout the next century as newspapers openly aligned            

themselves to certain parties in government, attempting to influence attitudes on a micro-level to              

ultimately impact macro-level outcomes through electoral behaviour. A famous example in the            

2 Mort Sébastien, « Truth and Partisan Media in the USA: Conservative Talk Radio, Fox News and the Assault on 
Objectivity », (n° 133), p. 97-112. DOI : 10.3917/rfea.133.0097. URL : 
<https://www.cairn.info/revue-francaise-d-etudes-americaines-2012-3-page-97.htm> 
3 Kuypers, Jim. (2014). Partisan Journalism: A History of Media Bias in the United States. 
4 Levasseur, David G. "Media Bias." Encyclopedia of Political Communication, Lynda Lee Kaid, Sage Publications, 
2008. Credo Reference, 
<http://proxy.uscupstate.edu:2048/login?url=http://search.credoreference.com/content/entry/sagepolcom/media_bias
/0> Accessed 22 March 2019. 
5  Gelfert, Axel. (2018). Fake News: A Definition. Informal Logic. 38. 84-117. 10.22329/il.v38i1.5068. Accessed 4 
June 2019. 
6 Levasseur, D. (2008). Media bias. In L. L. Kaid & C. Holtz-Bacha (Eds.), Encyclopedia of political 
communication (Vol. 1, pp. 434-440). Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications, Inc. doi: 
10.4135/9781412953993.n387. Accessed June 6 2019. 
7 Jasmansky, F. (2018). The Age-Old Problem of “Fake News”. Smithsonian. Accessed 30 May 2019, from 
<https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/age-old-problem-fake-news-180968945/>. 
8 Ibid. 
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1790s includes renowned Democratic-Republican Paper, The Philadelphia Aurora, calling         

President Adams “old, querulous, bald, blind, crippled, toothless”. These indicate an           9

ever-present agenda to promote certain political beliefs through an exercise of linguistic            

subterfusion by the publisher, who played “a key role in controlling the tone and presentation of                

information” as expressed by a questionnaire respondent.  10

 

The relationship between the publisher and the public was symbiotic, as the former would              

influence the opinions of the latter, which would in turn push the partisan rhetoric of the                

publisher to maintain core readerships, culminating in an exacerbation of media bias. American             

newspapers in the mid-19th century maintained these relationships with government officials and            

Congressmen. The Gold Rush period saw increased media bias that saw fierce partisan             11

loyalties inflame public discourse within state elections. The San Francisco Alta California and             

Stockton Republican’s coverage of crime and politics within that period exemplified the shifting             

social tendency towards political interests and loyalties rather than facts. News outlets            12

employed language loaded with rhetoric to shape perceptions of individuals, a trend that             

continued as demonstrated through papers in 1828 opposing Andrew Jackson justifying           

legislative criticism through personal attacks on his relationships, with one citing that he had              

“tore from a husband the wife of his bosom”. These are paradigmatic of newspapers’              13

manipulation of language to elicit emotional responses through continuous engagement with           

partisan rhetoric. This finding was supported by the primary research, as all sources studied in               

the content analysis contained similar manners of subjectivity and linguistic bias by both             

progressive and conservative sources.   14

 

9 Ibid. 
10 Refer to Appendix Item B - Question 8. 
11Groeling, Tim and Baum, Matthew, Partisan News Before Fox: Newspaper Partisanship and Partisan Polarization, 
1881-1972 (2013). APSA 2013 Annual Meeting Paper; American Political Science Association 2013 Annual 
Meeting. Available at SSRN: <https://ssrn.com/abstract=2301156> . 
12 A Brief History of Media Bias | RealClearPolitics. (2014). Realclearpolitics.com. Accessed 20 April 2019, from 
<https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2013/06/12/a_brief_history_of_media_bias_118781.html >. 
13 Escaping the Echo Chamber. (2015). Medpagetoday.com. Retrieved 4 March 2019, from 
<https://www.medpagetoday.com/publichealthpolicy/generalprofessionalissues/53122 >. 
14 Refer to Appendix - Item A. 
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Economic influences played a significant role in the viewpoints expressed within newspapers,            

often feeding the confirmation biases of population segments. As stated by the Center for              15

Journalism Ethics, “Newspaper economics partly explained why the press was bound to party”.             16

Prior to the American Civil War, political parties subsidised newspaper operations, either            

directly or through government printing contracts. These arrangements were often unbeknownst           

to readers, who consumed veiled propaganda under the pretence of objectivity. While            17

Professor Gerald Baldasty and others argue that this encouraged democratic participation by            

treating consumers as active voters, it furthered political polarisation within the nation. The             18

eminence of commercial factors and their direct impact on partisan polarisation was echoed in              

the focus group, wherein participants agreed that consumerism and commercialisation had often            

repressed the conveying of truth in the news. In collation, economic factors and the Editor’s               19

authority were significant in the distribution of partisan journalism and subsequent political            

polarisation within this period. 

 

The early 20th century heralded a gradual decrease in journalistic partisanship, with journalism’s             

perception as the pursuit of truth gaining traction in American society. Newspapers began to              

“distance themselves from... political parties and the government” and the notion of the             

‘objective press’ began to cement itself. The ubiquity of war propaganda during World War I               20

also prompted the realisation that journalism was appealing to party agendas and manipulating             

the truth. Consequently, the American Society of Newspapers Editors (ASNE) promoted           21

impartiality through the The Code of Ethics or Canons of Journalism. This macro-level             22

15 This refers to the cognitive dissonance that is characteristic of the human psyche, wherein humans seek and accept 
information that aligns with preconceptions. This is explained through selective exposure theory, which will be 
further explored in Chapters 2 and 3. 
16 The Fall and Rise of Partisan Journalism. (2011). Center for Journalism Ethics. Accessed 2 February 2019, from 
<https://ethics.journalism.wisc.edu/2011/04/20/the-fall-and-rise-of-partisan-journalism/ >. 
17 Ibid. 
18 University of Washington - Professor of Media Communications 
19 Refer to Appendix - Item C : Participant H - ‘the role of consumerism and commercialisation of journalism has 
led to the news serving the interests of readers rather than conveying the truth’. 
20 Mort Sébastien, « Truth and Partisan Media in the USA: Conservative Talk Radio, Fox News and the Assault on 
Objectivity », Revue française d’études américaines, 2012/3 (n° 133), p. 97-112. DOI : 10.3917/rfea.133.0097. URL 
: <https://www.cairn.info/revue-francaise-d-etudes-americaines-2012-3-page-97.htm> .  
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
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institutional change influenced individual political beliefs on a micro-level, since Democrats and            

Republicans overcame the divides of partisan culture as propagated by the media towards greater              

national unity during both World Wars. Baldasty states that “commercial factors encouraged            

many newspapers to become less partisan”, as high production costs resulting from the World              

Wars and the Great Depression saw newspapers avoiding alienating people to maintain strong             

readerships, highlighting the continuing influence of economic factors on partisan journalism but            

their varying effects. This decline is reinforced through the content analysis, as news articles              23

and opinion pieces from this time period displayed the lowest levels of linguistic bias and               

partisanship out of all texts scrutinised.   24

 

However, the Vietnam War heralded a rapid rise in media bias and social division amongst the                

American population, as technological advancements saw the radio join newspapers in           

communicating partisan propaganda to larger audiences. The progressive Left opposed the war            25

and viewed it as a neo-imperialist effort to establish an oppressive capitalist regime, whereas the               

conservative Right viewed it as a necessary intervention to prevent the spread of Communism.              26

The content analysis also found that media bias was its zenith within articles published during               

the Vietnam War, showcasing increased politicisation and partisan antagonisation while          

identifying the rampant political polarisation of America in this period. Academic consensus            27

resonated with the primary research’s findings, as “Conservatives slowly become more           

conservative” and “moderate Republicans as a species all but vanished”. The distortion of the              28

truth in news reporting was exemplified in the 1968 Tet offensive, where the deaths of 40 000                 

men were overshadowed news coverage heavily politicising the issue through partisan           

perspectives on America’s involvement.   29

 

23 Ibid. 
24 Refer to Appendix - Item A.9. 
25 Levasseur, D. (2008). Media bias. In L. L. Kaid & C. Holtz-Bacha (Eds.), Encyclopedia of political 
communication (Vol. 1, pp. 434-440). Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications, Inc. doi: 
10.4135/9781412953993.n387. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Refer to Appendix - Items A.7, A.6, A.5. 
28 Kuypers, Jim. (2014). Partisan Journalism: A History of Media Bias in the United States. 
29 Ibid. 
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The link between media bias and political division, paradigmatic during the Vietnam War, lends              

credence to the hypothesis’ postulation of this relationship. Virginia Tech professor Jim Kuypers             

highlights a gradual shift that was taking place in the sphere of partisan journalism during the                

Vietnam War, citing: 

 

“This new partisan press, however, differs greatly from the Jacksonian newspapers in that 

mainstream journalists today pretend to operate behind a veil of objectivity.”  30

 

Further technological advancements resulted in an increasingly multimodal journalistic         

landscape, comprising of newspapers, radio, television, and eventually, the internet. The 1980s            

saw the rise of cable news shows and talk radio, creating more competition for the mainstream                

media market. The myriad of accessible option for news and alternatives to the mainstream              31

media resulted in further fragmentation of the American public, as groups aligned themselves to              

particular outlets that justified their ideological viewpoints as explained through selective           

exposure theory. This sentiment was mirrored in the focus group, which supports the hypothesis              

whereby increased partisanship through technological advancements expresses a strong link to           

polarisation as audiences choose sources that affirm partisan preconceptions.   32

 

The newfound 24/7 news cycle on television saw news transition towards an entertainment             

product where facts were heavily sensationalised. News outlets frequently departed from           33

objectivity for audience retention, a continuity of profitisation factors and media manipulation.            

‘The CNN Effect’ is a macro-level phenomenon that is exemplary of the detrimental impacts of               

the 24/7 news cycle and media manipulation, wherein the coverage of foreign humanitarian             

30 Ibid. 
31 Levasseur, D. (2008). Media bias. In L. L. Kaid & C. Holtz-Bacha (Eds.), Encyclopedia of political 
communication (Vol. 1, pp. 434-440). Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications, Inc. doi: 
10.4135/9781412953993.n387. 
32 Refer to Appendix - Item C. Participant B:  ‘so many different options to be exposed to news means that there are 
more viewpoints and more sources for fake news to spread, and people are divided by more factors than ever before’ 
33 Mort Sébastien, « Truth and Partisan Media in the USA: Conservative Talk Radio, Fox News and the Assault on 
Objectivity », Revue française d’études américaines, 2012/3 (n° 133), p. 97-112. DOI : 10.3917/rfea.133.0097. URL 
: <https://www.cairn.info/revue-francaise-d-etudes-americaines-2012-3-page-97.htm>  
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disasters is designed to evoke public outcry, sometimes influencing government and military            

intervention on a macro-level.   34

 

On a micro-level, the accessibility of the internet resulted in an eruption of alternate news voices,                

as individuals could voice their opinions and distribute information. Nevertheless, this free            

exchange of information in the Digital Age was at the expense of bonafide verification and               

corroboration, traditional staples of journalistic culture as facts became commodified and           

commercialised rather than vessels of the truth. This also undermined the editor’s authority in              35

controlling the flow of information, as individuals were empowered to express their opinions             

freely with lower chances of censorship. Television channels responded to the increased            

fragmentation of public opinion, wherein outlets such as Fox News isolated themselves from             

traditional news media by deploying extremely conservative rhetoric in vehement opposition to            

liberal news media. These embolden the rise of partisan journalism in the Digital Age,              36

attributable to factors such as commercialisation, the accessibility of information, alternative           

opinions, and a lack of verification mechanisms. However, the linguistic bias within partisan             

journalism is comparatively more subtle, with methods such as lexiconal obfuscation and            

selective exposure being employed for the distribution of misinformation.  37

 

The questionnaire conveys similar conclusions drawn from the secondary research with regards            

to contemporary American partisan journalism, with 60.5% of respondents believing media bias            

to be more prominent today. Contemporary articles in the content analysis expressed the             38

highest levels of linguistic bias and partisanship, surpassing the heightened polarisation and            

favourability in articles published during the Vietnam War. All focus group participants also             39

34 Valeriani, A. & Zambernardi, L. (2017). Cnn effect. In P. Joseph (Ed.), The SAGE encyclopedia of war: Social 
science perspectives (pp. 322-324). Thousand Oaks,, CA: SAGE Publications, Inc. doi: 
10.4135/9781483359878.n133.  
35 Kuypers, Jim. (2014). Partisan Journalism: A History of Media Bias in the United States. 
36  Mort Sébastien, « Truth and Partisan Media in the USA: Conservative Talk Radio, Fox News and the Assault on 
Objectivity », Revue française d’études américaines, 2012/3 (n° 133), p. 97-112. DOI : 10.3917/rfea.133.0097. URL 
: <https://www.cairn.info/revue-francaise-d-etudes-americaines-2012-3-page-97.htm>.  
37 Refer to Central Material - Chapter 3. 
38 Refer to Appendix - Item B (Question 6). 
39 Refer to Appendix - Item A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4. 
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shared the belief that media bias and polarisation had exacerbated in the Digital Age ,              40

corroborating with the questionnaire and secondary research, but the possibility exists that            

participants lack expertise and might be ignorant of such phenomena. 

 

In conclusion, partisan propaganda and the manipulation of information have been commonplace            

in the American journalistic landscape. Commercial factors and the existence of partisan            

journalism are continuities in the nation’s media culture, which has evolved dramatically as a              

result of changing political zeitgeists and technological advancements. The distribution of           

partisan journalism has developed from pamphlets to digital platforms, presenting information           

with greater levels of subtlety and ostensibility as shown in this Chapter. Primary and secondary               

research coalesce to support the hypothesis that partisan journalism has risen significantly            

directly due to innovations in the Digital Age. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

40 Refer to Appendix - Item C. 
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The Digital Age and the rise of the internet has revolutionised many facets of American culture,                

including the distribution of partisan news. Several sociological processes now have digital            

manifestations within technological demesnes, as the rise of ‘fake news’ has disconnected            

populations from facts through affective polarisation. This chapter delves into the role of online              41

platforms and social media in the promulgation of partisan news and its cognatory result in               

political polarisation, examining the influence of the Digital Age and cross-partisan media            

engagement as postulated by the hypothesis. 

 

Social media has become a cornerstone in the engagement with American partisan journalism, as              

93% of adults consume news online. The prevalence of social media as a source of news was                 42

also evinced by the questionnaire, where 52.3% of respondents cited social media as their              

primary source of information on politics and current affairs, along with other digital sources              

such as Youtube and online podcasts. These micro-level patterns of usage have manifested on a               43

macro level, as a significant percentage of America’s major newspapers have adapted to the              

digitisation of news by expanding into social media accounts on Facebook (100%), Twitter             

(100%), YouTube (94%) and Instagram (89%).  44

 

Due to social media’s ease of accessibility and lack of accountability, it serves as an effective                

conduit for the dissemination of misinformation and partisan propaganda, a notion accentuated            

by 100% of questionnaire participants believing that “social media and online platforms have             

exacerbated the spread of misinformation”. Additionally, focus group participants agreed with           45

this sentiment, believing advertisements and clickbait as contributing to the manipulation of truth             

evident within social media . Social media algorithms also facilitate partisan journalism and            46

selective disclosure by tailoring the exposure of information specific to the individual, inhibiting             

41 The Fall and Rise of Partisan Journalism. (2011). Center for Journalism Ethics. Accessed 11 June 2019, from 
<https://ethics.journalism.wisc.edu/2011/04/20/the-fall-and-rise-of-partisan-journalism/>.  
42 Trends and Facts on Online News | State of the News Media. (2018). Pew Research Center's Journalism Project. 
Accessed 30 June 2019, from <https://www.journalism.org/fact-sheet/digital-news/>/  
43 Refer to Appendix - Item B (Questions 1 and 2). 
44 Trends and Facts on Online News | State of the News Media. (2018). Pew Research Center's Journalism Project. 
Accessed 30 June 2019, from <https://www.journalism.org/fact-sheet/digital-news/>. 
45 Refer to Appendix Item B (Question 12). 
46 Refer to Appendix Item C. 
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sociocultural literacy through the appeasement of pre-existing confirmation biases and partisan           

leanings, formed by socialising agents such as family, peers, and the focus of this PIP, media.                47

When analysed in conjunction with the questionnaire’s finding that only 13.6% of respondents             

would corroborate and verify information they consume on social media, it highlights the             

resultant rise in exposure to partisan propaganda and its subsequent influence. 

 

The lack of enforceable and implemented verification mechanisms for information exchange on            

social media can often result in inaccurate and sensationalised information disseminated at            

higher rates than accurate news reports. This issue was recognised by MIT data scientist Soroush               

Vosoughi and his team’s examination of Twitter date over twelve years, finding that 126 000               

‘fake news’ stories were shared on Twitter 4.5 million times by approximately 3 million people,               

considerably faster than legitimate news stories on similar subject matters. The study concluded             48

that fake stories had a greater expanse with higher rates of propagation compared to real news                

stories, expedited by social media. Focus group participants reiterated this feature of online             

partisan journalism, with one participant’s statement encapsulating the issue as “our confirmation            

bias and the way social media presents content to us makes sure we only see news stories that                  

align with our political views, regardless of their accuracy”. These amalgamate to elucidate the              49

role of social media in the Digital Age in proliferating partisan journalism and misinformation as               

stated in the hypothesis.  50

 

The interconnectedness of digital media often means that even when social media is not the               

direct source of news, it serves as a channel to traditional journalistic outlets. The abundance of                

clickbait headlines and the algorithmic tailoring of news to individuals’ confirmation biases            

exacerbates media bias as the populations accessing these sources harbour homogenised           

ideological worldviews, as publications subsequently accommodate for these views for          

47 Ibid. 
48 Daley, F. (2018). New Study Finds Fake News Spreads Faster and Deeper Than Verified Stories on Twitter. 
Smithsonian. Accessed 20 April 2019, from 
<https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/fake-news-spreads-faster-and-deeper-verified-stories-180968443/>.  
49 Refer to Appendix - Item C. 
50 Tim Groeling and Samuel Kernell, The Journal of Politics, Vol. 60, No. 4 (Nov., 1998), pp. 1063-1087 
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commercial purposes in maintaining readerships. This so-called ‘pathway’ role of social media is             

profuse, as PEW found that “online news consumers were about equally likely to say they got                

news by going directly to a news website (36% of the times they got news, on average) as they                   

were to say they got it through social media (35%)”. This suggestion is also evident in the                  51

focus group, where a consensus was apparent that social media served as the conduit to               

traditional news, often relying on different headlines to attract initial audience attention, abiding             

with cognitive dissonances as dictated by selective exposure to partisan information.  52

 

The rise of partisan journalism in the Digital Age represents a return to the partisan origins of                 

American media, whereby objectivity and factual reporting is an anomaly. Contemporary news            53

articles in the content analysis supported this notion, comprising of greater levels of bias and an                

incorporation of multimedia elements, such as social media posts, videos, and audio files.             54

Relying completely on content analysis to study partisan journalism presents complications in            

the lack of representativeness of selected texts, demonstrated by The Journal of Politics: 

 

“The issue of selection bias presents this research with a serious conundrum. How can it assess 

the representativeness of the sample when the population is comprised mostly of stories that 

were never reported and thereby elude observation?”  55

 

To overcome the inherent selection bias present within the content analysis in relation to the               

articles chosen for examination, findings were supported by other primary research methods such             

as the questionnaire, wherein respondents engaged with multimedia and alternative forms of            

news media (e.g. podcasts, online videos, social media stories) at similar rates to traditional              

journalism.  56

 

51 Key trends in social and digital news media. (2017). Pew Research Center. Accessed 17 May 2019, from 
<https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/10/04/key-trends-in-social-and-digital-news-media/ >. 
52 Refer to Appendix - Item C. 
53 Media Bias is Nothing new - The Washington Post. 
54 Refer to Appendix - Item A.1, A.2, A.3. 
55 Tim Groeling and Samuel Kernell, The Journal of Politics, Vol. 60, No. 4 (Nov., 1998), pp. 1063-1087. 
56 Refer to Appendix - Item B (Questions 1 and 3). 
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Economic factors have remained instrumental in cultivating media bias, wherein          

commercialisation and advertising contracts often attune news content for the purposes of            

profitisation, as American journalism further detaches from its perception as the integrous            

pursuit of the truth to a business model. New marketing strategies were employed as a result to                 57

attract internet audiences, such as the utilisation of veiled social endorsements by celebrities to              

engage with their followers and sponsorships, whereby the vested interests of sponsors often             

influenced the partisan bias presented in online news. News media companies in the 21st              58

century also “began to emphasize their most popular and most emailed articles on their              

homepages’ as the online news reading experience was expansively socialised”. The focus            59

group also supported this, as participants cited that they were more likely to believe the validity                

of political news and opinions when expressed by a celebrity.  60

 

Democrats and progressive publications were more likely to engage with their supporters’            

confirmation biases through social media, whereas Republicans utilised television to appeal to            

their older demographics. These demonstrate the adoption of new marketing strategies due to             61

social media, whereby the cross-cultural media engagement by Democrats and Republicans           

adhere to partisan journalism as a mechanism for justifying selective exposure theory, whereby             

which is the consumption and acceptance of information that affirms preconceived values and             

beliefs. 

 

 

 

 

57 Debra van Tuyll, Professor of Communications at Augusta University. 
58 Messing, Solomon & J. Westwood, Sean. (2012). Selective Exposure in the Age of Social Media: Endorsements 
Trump Partisan Source Affiliation When Selecting News Online. Communication Research. 
10.1177/0093650212466406.  
59 Ibid. 
60 Focus group participant, ‘If someone famous presents news, I’m more likely to believe them because they’re held 
to a higher standard than normal people and have to maintain their own reputation’. 
61 Ibid 
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Technological advancements have reconfigured American journalistic culture, as the emergence          

of social media and its accessibility, algorithms, collaborative filtering (e.g. the tailoring of             

content to group individuals into mathematically determined groups based on media           

consumption patterns) and lack of verification have led to greater levels of media bias. A 2011                62

PEW study found that Facebook was the fastest growing source of reference to major news               

websites and, due to the pursuit of profitisation, news aggregators compensated by tailoring news              

to social media consumers. Democrats and Republicans engage with social media and the             63

internet similarly to meet their congeniality biases, albeit through different sources. Print media             

and television declined significantly in their news consumption, as the internet is the primary              

source of news for Americans under 50 and is engaged in similar manners .  64

 

Thus, the audience for partisan propaganda disseminated through digital platforms is larger than             

ever and subsequently leads to greater political polarisation. In conclusion, these findings are a              

testament to verifying the hypothesis’ postulation on the Digital Age in transforming the             

landscape of journalism as facets such as social media, the interconnectedness of news media,              

and the heightening of economic factors have exacerbated partisan journalism and the            

distribution of fake news. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

62 Messing, Solomon & J. Westwood, Sean. (2012). Selective Exposure in the Age of Social Media: Endorsements 
Trump Partisan Source Affiliation When Selecting News Online. Communication Research. 
10.1177/0093650212466406.  
63 Key trends in social and digital news media. (2017). Pew Research Center. Accessed 17 May 2019, from 
<https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/10/04/key-trends-in-social-and-digital-news-media/>. 
64 Ibid. 
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Technological advancements such as the internet and social media have enabled the increase of              

media bias within America, leading to greater levels of political division amongst the general              

population as proven by the previous two chapters. A clear link exists between partisan              

journalism further causing political polarisation, manifesting in contemporary milieus through          

affective polarisation. Media engagement patterns for Democrats and Republicans showcase a           

cross-cultural divide that is explained through the selective exposure theory, which also provides             

deeper insight into the cultural factors that shape the prominence of identity politics in the               

American public discourse. 

 

The modern incarnation of political division as a result of partisan journalism in the Digital Age                

is affective polarisation, which is defined as “the tendency of people identifying as Republicans              

or Democrats to view opposing partisans negatively and co-partisans positively”. The nature of             65

partisanship has evolved from only applying to political issues such as taxes or abortion, to               

operating like racism and sexism, whereby people’s negative or positive perceptions of others are              

based on party identification. This new form of polarisation is extremely detrimental to political              66

discourse on all levels of society, resulting in the disintegration of social cohesion by cultivating               

political vilification, wherein interpersonal relationships are at risk of deteriorating due to            

incongruent partisan allegiances. All group participants also believed polarisation to have           

reached detrimental levels in contemporary society , supporting the secondary research and the            67

questionnaire’s finding of 71.1% of respondents believing it to be more prominent within this              

milieu. As demonstrated throughout this PIP, the nature and magnitude of political polarisation             68

is directly related to the individual consumption of information through media. 

 

 

 

65 Iyengar, Shanto & J. Westwood, Sean. (2014). Fear and Loathing Across Party Lines: New Evidence on Group 
Polarization. American Journal of Political Science. 59. 10.1111/ajps.12152.  
66 Ibid 
67 Focus Group Consensus - Appendix Item C. 
68 Refer to Appendix - Item B (Question 9). 
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The intertwined nature of partisan journalism and political polarisation is testament to selective             

exposure theory, defined as the tendency for humans to consume and accept information that              

reaffirms their preconceptions. Individuals pursue and believe news that justifies their           

pre-existing partisan beliefs, satisfying their confirmation bias with little to nor regard for the              

accuracy of the information being consumed. Online political forums such as 4Chan and Reddit             69

are paradigmatic of micro-level confirmation biases, creating ‘echo chambers’ where opinions            70

and misinformation exclusive in its outlook circulates within the users of the platform. Only              

certain ideological views are proselytised and incompatible worldviews are restricted to satisfy            

the human psyche’s congeniality bias. Populations and individuals are drawn to such digital             

spaces to seek a collective identity, but the heavy dissemination of partisan propagation leads to               

polarisation on a macro-level. These echo chambers fuel polarisation social division by            

reinforcing the idea that the opposition is “made up of bad or dangerous people”. The               71

questionnaire found that only 38.6% of respondents denied that they were drawn to engage with               

online spaces that appeased their congeniality biases, culminating to allude to the sociological             

desire for belonging within a community, which has evolved from physical tribes and             

communities to digital spaces.  72

 

Political party affiliations have become an important form of social identity and affective             

polarisation in journalistic engagement, as “citizens increasingly ascribe partisan positions to           

media entities and filter content based on perceived ideological congruence”. These micro and             73

meso-level interactions influence macro-level government officials, incentivising Congress        

members to behave in a “hyperpartisan manner in order to excite their base”. The formulation               74

of confirmation bias is also attributable to individuals’ social milieu, habits, and cognitive             

69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid 
71Iyengar, Shanto & J. Westwood, Sean. (2014). Fear and Loathing Across Party Lines: New Evidence on Group 
Polarization. American Journal of Political Science. 59. 10.1111/ajps.12152.  
72 Refer to Appendix - Item B (Question 14). 
73 Tim Groeling and Samuel Kernell, The Journal of Politics, Vol. 60, No. 4 (Nov., 1998), pp. 1063-1087. 
74 Ibid. 
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dissonance, as there are limited psychological benefits to seeking out information that conflicts             

with pre-existing beliefs.   75

 

The selective exposure theory is founded on the principle that the revelation of contradictory              

information causes a mismatch, which Jean Piaget finds to be "inherently dissatisfying’.            76

Socialising agents and life stages foster progressive values within Democrats and conservative            

values within Republicans, thus influencing their values and ideological inclinations. This sheds            

light on the media consumption habits of Democrats and Republicans, who engage with             

television channels and shows that align with their partisan biases. This trend is exemplified in               

Republicans being 1.5 times more likely to watch FOX News than Democrats, a pro-Republican              

network, whereas Democrats are 1.5 times more likely to watch CNN, a channel with              

progressive favourability. This highlights exhibition of confirmation bias by both Democrats           77

and Republicans, as expressed through selective exposure theory. Thus, they consume different            

sources of media that propagate aligning views - progressive and liberal values for Democrats              

and conservative and religious values for Republicans - further increasing polarisation. 

 

These media habits exacerbate journalistic partisanship, a continuity of the previously mentioned            

symbiotic relationship between the publisher and public, now functioning through new           

platforms. Approximately 68% of questionnaire respondents also believed that partisan          

journalism was the key instigator of contemporary society’s level of political polarisation. The             78

overarching issue of political polarisation can grow from the micro-level to have gargantuan             

repercussions on the macro-scale, such as “legislative gridlock, policy inaction, and a decline in              

civil public discourse”.  79

75 Iyengar, Shanto & J. Westwood, Sean. (2014). Fear and Loathing Across Party Lines: New Evidence on Group 
Polarization. American Journal of Political Science. 59. 10.1111/ajps.12152.  
76 Beauchamp, Anne S. (2005). "Cognitive equilibrium". In Salkind, Neil J. (ed.). Encyclopedia of Human 
Development. SAGE Publications. pp. 281–282. 
77 Hart, William; Albarracín, Dolores; Eagly, Alice H.; Brechan, Inge; Lindberg, Matthew J.; Merrill, Lisa (2009). 
"Feeling validated versus being correct: A meta-analysis of selective exposure to information" (PDF). Psychological 
Bulletin. 135 (4): 555–588. 
78 Refer to Appendix - Item B (Question 10). 
79  Iyengar, Shanto & J. Westwood, Sean. (2014). Fear and Loathing Across Party Lines: New Evidence on Group 
Polarization. American Journal of Political Science. 59. 10.1111/ajps.12152.  
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Demographic studies on social media also reveal factors that influence polarisation and            

partisanship. Social media usage more prominent amongst those with less than a bachelor’s             

degree (69%) than those with a college degree or higher (63%) , with focus group participants               80

attributing this to some populations being more willing to accept inaccurate news without             

questioning it. The ubiquity of inaccurate political news is striking, as 39% of Americans              

sometimes see “made-up political news online”, 51% say they often see inaccurate political             

news, and 64% say that fabricated news stories result in confusion about the nature of basic facts                 

with regards to an issue.   81

 

Journalism and news stand as cornerstones of Western society’s apotheotic manifestations of            

objectivity, but the sociological desires for collective identity and congeniality bias within online             

platforms leads to the obfuscation of the truth. People accept the truth that aligns with their                

predispositions, and partisan propaganda channelled through online platforms further divides the           

population. Politics transforms into a tribalistic diatribe rather than a civil exchange of ideas, as               

the exploration of media bias and social division reveals that the rise in partisan journalism               

enabled by the internet and social media has resulted in greater levels of political polarisation in                

the United States. These interrelated processes and their impacts on coarsening division and             

discourse are expressed through primary and secondary research, which coalesces to prove the             

hypothesis correct in the Digital Age’s role in heightening media bias and, subsequently,             

exacerbating American political polarisation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

80 Key trends in social and digital news media. (2017). Pew Research Center. Retrieved 27 May 2019, from 
<https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/10/04/key-trends-in-social-and-digital-news-media/ >. 
81 Ibid. 
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Fake News. Fascist. Communist. Snowflake. Social Justice Warrior. 

 

My PIP illuminates a deeply rooted issue in American society that often results in the exchange                

of such labels - political polarisation as a result of partisan journalism. Media bias and social                

division in the United States are at levels not seen since the Vietnam War, as objectivity and                 

political discourse lay victim to the agendas and ideological biases of journalistic partisanship.             

This study aims to highlight the pervasive nature of these issues in the hopes of effectuating                

healthy discourse on journalism within American society. 

 

The hypothesis of the investigation was the following: 

 

The shifting landscape of the media, with specific reference to online outlets and social media in 

the Digital Age, has resulted in the rise of partisan journalism and subsequent exacerbation of 

political polarisation within American society. 

 

The hypothesis was proven to be correct, as the intertwined systematic links between these              

concepts were highlighted by the primary and secondary research. The advent of technology,             

social media, and the internet have transformed the journalistic landscape in exhibiting greater             

levels of partisanship and linguistic bias in news reporting. This ultimately has led to greater               

political polarisation and social division in American society, coalescing to an affirmation of the              

hypothesis’ accuracy. While Democrats and Republicans consume different media sources that           

appease their confirmation biases, their engagement with partisanship and polarisation is           

explained by selective exposure theory. 

 

The first chapter addressed the ‘shifting landscape in journalism’ and the rise of partisanship              

within media, finding that this was indeed true as evinced by the content analysis and               

questionnaire. The focus group was especially useful for the second chapter’s analysis on             

partisan journalism in relation to the Digital Age and social media. The third and final chapter                
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utilised the questionnaire and focus group in studying and proving partisan journalism’s role in              

the ‘subsequent exacerbation of political polarisation within American society’.  

 

If the research process was undertaken again, a greater focus would be placed on disseminating               

the questionnaire amongst Americans to comply with the nature of the hypothesis. The possible              

statistical misrepresentation within the primary research due to Australian participation and the            

small sample sizes would thus be addressed.  

 

However, the research ultimately tackles the area of study holistically and the PIP journey has               

elevated my social and cultural literacy by approaching news and social media through             

newfound sociological insights. My acceptance of opposing political opinions as a result of this              

journey is something this PIP’s findings can hopefully facilitate on a macro-level to conquer              

political polarisation. This PIP highlights a growing issue in America, which can have             

gargantuan ramifications on discourse and the truth as a whole. 

 

We naturally flock to digital spaces that appease our confirmation biases and present             

masqueraded ‘truths’. However, we must engage in discourse with objectivity and civility,            

because straying from these values exacerbates the partisan hailstorm the American media has             

created in defeating the truth. 

 

The truth can not wither away as a relic of the past. The truth must not die. 
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Secondary Research  

1. Books/Encyclopaedia 
Kuypers, Jim. (2014). Partisan Journalism: A History of Media Bias in the United States. 

 

Jim Kuypers’ eclectic examination on the history of media bias in the United States was               

extremely useful in understanding the nature of partisan journalism throughout various social            

milieus. This source was especially useful in testing the component of the hypothesis in relation               

to whether partisan journalism had risen within the United States, evincing on the role of               

commercial factors in proliferating media bias and its impacts on the national culture. The book               

was reliable and pertains directly to the PIP’s field of inquiry, providing an objective and               

impartial analysis on the manners in which Democrats and Republicans engage with partisan             

journalism and its relationship with political polarisation, which is the cross-cultural component            

of this study. 

 

Levasseur, David G. "Media Bias." Encyclopedia of Political Communication, Lynda Lee 

Kaid, Sage Publications, 2008. Credo Reference, 

http://proxy.uscupstate.edu:2048/login?url=http://search.credoreference.com/content/entry

/sagepolcom/media_bias/0  .  

 

The Encyclopedia of Political Communication was particularly useful in defining the esoteric            

terminology relevant to the PIP, explaining complex concepts and their relationship with each             

other as well as providing examples of the aforementioned notions. Some terms that were              

understood and gleaned through this database to a greater level of sophistication were ‘fake              

news’, ‘media bias’, ‘political polarisation’, and ‘partisanship’. These concepts underscore the           

hypothesis and area of study of this PIP, and some of the examples were especially applicable to                 

studying the contemporary relationship between the internet and the exacerbation of media bias.             
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The source is objective and does not contain bias, since it simply defines and explains jargon                

regarding the topic of this paper.  

Valeriani, A. & Zambernardi, L. (2017). Cnn effect. In P. Joseph (Ed.), The SAGE              

encyclopedia of war: Social science perspectives (pp. 322-324). Thousand Oaks,, CA: SAGE            

Publications, Inc. doi: 10.4135/9781483359878.n133  

 

The CNN Effect was particularly useful in exemplifying the manipulative role of American             

television in influencing micro-level attitudes, ultimately impacting macro-level governmental         

decisions. This encyclopedia entry explains this concept in relation to television’s role in             

disseminating partisan journalism, and is unbiased since it provides an objective definition and             

explanation of the CNN Effect. 

 

Beauchamp, Anne S. (2005). "Cognitive equilibrium". In Salkind, Neil J. (ed.).           

Encyclopedia of Human Development. SAGE Publications. pp. 281–282. 

 

SAGE Publication’s Encyclopedia of Human Development was particularly evincing on the           

psychological factors that impact individuals’ engagement with partisan media. It explores           

cognitive dissonance theory, which underscores the PIP’s study of polarisation the psychological            

desire for cognitive equilibrium as a contributing factor. The encyclopedia derives from a very              

reputable source and explains concepts in an academic and objective manner exempt from bias,              

ultimately providing a greater understanding of the underlying sociological desires that manifest            

themselves cross-culturally between both American political party followers in their          

consumption of partisan journalism. 
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2. Academic Articles 

 

Groeling, Tim and Baum, Matthew, Partisan News Before Fox: Newspaper Partisanship           

and Partisan Polarization, 1881-1972 (2013). APSA 2013 Annual Meeting Paper; American           

Political Science Association 2013 Annual Meeting 

 

This academic paper analyses American media bias within newspapers and its relationship with             

political polarisation. Its exploration of partisan journalism in the 20th century was useful in              

understanding television and radio’s role in manipulating language to divide people on the basis              

of political beliefs. This article does contain a progressive bias which critiques conservative             

partisan journalism, but a reflexive analysis of the source ultimately illuminates the            

cross-cultural nature of Democrats and Republicans in their employment of media bias, while             

concomitantly serving as an example of a Democrat-leaning source whose perceptions of            

Republican bias are indicative of affective polarisation. 

 

Tim Groeling and Samuel Kernell, The Journal of Politics, Vol. 60, No. 4 (Nov., 1998), pp.                

1063-1087 

 

This peer-reviewed article published in The Journal of Politics explores the mechanisms and             

methods employed by television news networks in their coverage in relation to the appeasement              

of confirmation biases and early forms of echo chambers, whereby the manipulation of language              

leads to further polarisation. It is an extremely useful and reliable source since its findings are                

supported by extensive primary research, with thorough citations which ultimately was           

applicable to Chapters 2 and 3. The specific examples it provides in relation to the evolution of                 

television partisan news pertains to the continuity and change aspect of this study, exploring the               

contemporary promulgations of partisan propaganda. 
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Mort Sébastien, « Truth and Partisan Media in the USA: Conservative Talk Radio, Fox 

News and the Assault on Objectivity », (n° 133), p. 97-112. DOI : 10.3917/rfea.133.0097. 

URL : https://www.cairn.info/revue-francaise-d-etudes-americaines-2012-3-page-97.htm  

 

Mort Sebastian’s study on the rise of Conservative partisan journalism was indicative of the              

advent of fringe networks and the enabling of ‘alternative mainstream media’ by technological             

advancements. It is an unbiased source with verified findings an academic approach to its              

exploration of right-wing media bias, which was useful in analysing the shifting landscape of              

American journalism and partisan media within the Digital Age. The paper’s depiction of             

specific case studies highlight the role of partisanship in leading to greater levels of extremism               

and polarisation which was particularly pertinent to the primary concepts of this PIP. 

 

Messing, Solomon & J. Westwood, Sean. (2012). Selective Exposure in the Age of Social              

Media: Endorsements Trump Partisan Source Affiliation When Selecting News Online.          

Communication Research. 10.1177/0093650212466406. 

 

This paper’s study of selective exposure theory is extremely relevant inspecting micro-level            

interactions with partisan journalism in the contemporary American media landscape. Its           

examination of the role of social media in burgeoning the appeasement of confirmation biases              

by media outlets. This social theory is the most prominent one that explains the nature of                

political polarisation in the US and partisan journalism’s effectuating role, which has grown in              

prominence due to the presence of congeniality bias in the digital age. The extensive              

methodology to support the article’s findings and lack of linguistic bias deem it as a reliable and                 

useful source that explores the central theory in verifying the hypothesis of my PIP. 
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Iyengar, Shanto & J. Westwood, Sean. (2014). Fear and Loathing Across Party Lines: New              

Evidence on Group Polarization. American Journal of Political Science. 59.          

10.1111/ajps.12152. 

 

Affective polarisation is the result of partisan journalism in the modern American media             

zeitgeist, and this article explores the sociocultural factors that lead to social division. It studies               

the micro and macro-level manifestations of polarisation in the United States, directly pertaining             

to the hypothesis. The paper was extremely useful in understanding how polarisation operates in              

relation to cultural factors, and is a reliable article with reputable sources and is a peer-reviewed                

thesis that supports the hypothesis, evincing its relevance to my PIP. 

 

3. Newspaper/Journal Article 
 

The Real Story About Fake News Is Partisanship. (2019). Nytimes.com. Retrieved 9 March 

2019, from 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/11/upshot/the-real-story-about-fake-news-is-partisanship

.html  

 

This New York Times article is slightly biased due to its politically loaded language, which               

subsequently hinders its reliability, but it is useful in scrutinising the cultural factors and values               

that formulate partisan allegiances. It summarises an academic paper’s study of American fake             

news and its composition due to partisanship, with specific reference to the role of social media                

and the internet in proliferating misinformation. This was especially useful for Chapter 2’s             

discussion on social media’s features and lack of verification procedures increasing the            

dissemination of fake news. 

 

Hart, William; Albarracín, Dolores; Eagly, Alice H.; Brechan, Inge; Lindberg, Matthew J.;            

Merrill, Lisa (2009). "Feeling validated versus being correct: A meta-analysis of selective            

exposure to information" (PDF). Psychological Bulletin. 135 (4): 555–588  
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This paper published in the Psychological Bulletin places a stronger focus on selective exposure              

theory and its link to confirmation bias. I gained a deeper understanding of congeniality bias and                

how it shapes the media consumption patterns of individuals in relation to partisan journalism. It               

also evinces on the macro-level implications of selective exposure theory, resulting in legislative             

gridlock and a deterioration in intellectual discourse, with an extremely pertinent aspect being a              

relationship between the micro-level media habits of individuals influencing macro-level          

governmental and media habits to appease individual confirmation biases, which ultimately           

shape micro-level beliefs in a perpetuating cycle that exacerbates polarisation. This source            

employs an academic tone with objective language, absent of linguistic bias and extremely             

reliable, ultimately pertaining to my PIP’s central concepts. 

 

4. Internet References  
 

Jasmansky, F. (2018). The Age-Old Problem of “Fake News”. Smithsonian. Retrieved 30 

May 2019, from 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/age-old-problem-fake-news-180968945/  

 

Jasmansky’s feature article engages in rhetoric in its recount of American partisan journalism,             

which hinders the reliability of this source to some extent. It was however useful in studying the                 

evolution of partisan media bias and how its rich history has culminated into the distribution of                

fake news in the Digital Age and its repercussions on political discourse. 
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Escaping the Echo Chamber. (2015). Medpagetoday.com. Retrieved 4 March 2019, from           

https://www.medpagetoday.com/publichealthpolicy/generalprofessionalissues/53122 

 

Echo chambers form an integral aspect of causing political polarisation in American society, and              

this article analyses social media and the internet’s digital features that enable the dissemination              

of misinformation. I also gained insight into echo chambers reflecting individualistic partisan            

attitudes and the tribalistic nature of politics in the modern American zeitgeist. My understanding              

of this issue is particularly relevant to American political polarisation and how partisan             

information often circulates without opposition within these digital spaces, as expressed within            

this moderately reliable source, which comprises of unbiased language but is not particularly             

reputable. 

 

 

A Brief History of Media Bias | RealClearPolitics. (2014). Realclearpolitics.com. Retrieved 

20 April 2019, from 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2013/06/12/a_brief_history_of_media_bias_1187

81.html  

 

The history of American media bias was very relevant to Chapter 1 of my PIP’s Central                

Material, and was a topic thoroughly explored in this internet article. It was especially              

illuminating in explaining the commercialisation of news and economic factors leading to the             

rise of partisanship. The macro-level cultural forces that have shaped American partisan            

journalism were extremely relevant to my PIP’s topic, arising from this article’s reliable and              

reputable sources. 
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The Fall and Rise of Partisan Journalism. (2011). Center for Journalism Ethics. Retrieved 

2 February 2019, from 

https://ethics.journalism.wisc.edu/2011/04/20/the-fall-and-rise-of-partisan-journalism/  

 

This article was very useful in my incorporation and holistic understanding of partisan             

journalism’s influence on electoral behaviour, as its strong emphasis on American media bias in              

the 20th century was relevant to my gleaning of the Vietnam War’s proliferation political              

polarisation. It taught me about the link between partisan journalism and political polarisation in              

the United States with particular references to various milieus and the sociocultural factors that              

shape the levels of media bias. This source originates from a very reputable organisation and               

recounts the history of American partisan journalism, as this reliable article was very applicable              

to my PIP. 

 

Trends and Facts on Online News | State of the News Media. (2018). Pew Research Center's 

Journalism Project. Retrieved 30 June 2019, from 

https://www.journalism.org/fact-sheet/digital-news/  

 

The Pew Research Center is an extremely reputable and reliable source, and this report provides               

an abundance of quantitative data with relevant analysis to explain the findings. It was useful for                

my PIP in synthesising statistics and trends in American media consumption with my primary              

research in explaining the causes of any macro-level shifts in online partisan journalism. The              

report also provides deeper insight into the cross-cultural component of my PIP, including             

statistics on the media engagement patterns of Democrats and Republicans in relation my             

hypothesis’ inclusion of the internet’s aggravation of partisan journalism. 
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Daley, F. (2018). New Study Finds Fake News Spreads Faster and Deeper Than Verified 

Stories on Twitter. Smithsonian. Retrieved 20 April 2019, from 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/fake-news-spreads-faster-and-deeper-verifie

d-stories-180968443/  

 

My study of social media’s role in proliferating partisan misinformation was supplemented by             

the experiment presented in this article. This investigation of Twitter as a microcosmic             

representation distributor of fake news was especially pertinent to my PIP, as the article’s finding               

that fake news spreads faster than real news on social media proves my hypothesis. This source                

features low levels of bias, summarising and explaining the conclusions of an academic article              

that is significantly reliable and relevant to my examination of digital platforms in exacerbating              

the spread of inaccurate news. 

 

Key trends in social and digital news media. (2017). Pew Research Center. Retrieved 17 

May 2019, from 

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/10/04/key-trends-in-social-and-digital-news-m

edia/  

 

This report by the Pew Research Center, an accurate and reputable source of information,              

presents useful statistics and macro-level trends in social media and news usage in the United               

States. It explores the partisanship of American journalism on social media, which pertains to my               

PIP by evincing on its continuity and change aspect. 
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Primary Research  
Content Analysis 
 
Introduction  
A content analysis was carried out on news articles from various time periods to analyse the                
partisan linguistic bias present within these news pieces. Articles were chosen from various             
decades, with a greater focus on contemporary and Vietnam War-era pieces, as well as providing               
a multitude of political perspectives. The frequency of politically opinionated statements,           
evaluative references to political parties and politicians, selective choosing of evidence and            
quotes, and the incorporation of multimedia elements were analysed in relation to the PIP’s              
hypothesis. The articles selected are representative of each era’s linguistic trends, serving as a              
reflection on the mannerisms of the journalistic landscape at the time. However, the sample size               
is limited in its scope, since it selects only a few articles from each time period and there are                   
decades with no representation in pieces. An inherent selection bias is also present by the               
researcher in choosing specific articles what constitutes ‘unsubstantiated statements’, which          
serves as a hindrance to the reliability of this method. All articles have been credited with links                 
to ensure ethical research. Ultimately, while there are limitations to this content analysis, it still               
gleans useful qualitative information on the trends and nature of linguistic bias in partisan media. 
 

1: After the Pulse Club Massacre, It’s Time for Gays to Come 
Home to Republican Party 

Link: https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2016/06/13/pulse-club-massacre-time-gays-come-home-republican-party/  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideologica
l Leaning 

No. of 
unsubstan

tiated 
opinions/e
valuative 

statements 

No. of 
mentions 

of a 
political 

party/ideo
logy and 

politicians 

Other 
elements  

After the Pulse 
Club Massacre, 

It’s Time for 
Gays to Come 

Home to 
Republican 

Party 

Breitbart 
News 

 
 

June 13, 
2016 

 
 

503 Conservati
ve  

Republican 
Party 

15 5 2 Tweets 
included 
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This opinion article features a heavy bias towards the Republican party, essentially serving as an               

invitation to join the party. It analyses the aftermath and fallout from the Pulse Nightclub               

Shootings in Orlando, concluding that more people should join the Republican Party. The article              

utilises three individual stories, all of whom support the article’s promotion of the party,              

ultimately presenting a skewed view of the situation. Additionally, the article makes 15             

opinionated statements in 503 words, which is some of the highest frequencies analysed in all the                

pieces studied. The piece adopts a personal voice and anecdotes inherently subjective in its              

propaganda, making 5 heavily evaluative statements on lamenting the ‘left’ and promulgating the             

views of the ‘right’. The incorporation of tweets highlights the heavy incorporation and influence              

of social media in news reporting, but also alludes to this article’s selective use of evidence to                 

suit its agenda. This is essentially a piece of partisan propaganda, politicising the situation              

heavily and engaging with identity politics. 

 
2: Realising It’s a Small, Terrifying World After All 

Link: https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/21/us/orlando-shooting-america.html  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstant

iated 
opinions/ev

aluative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 
party/ideol

ogy and 
politicians 

Other 
elements  

Realising 
It’s a Small, 
Terrifying 

World After 
All 

The New 
York Times 

June 20, 
2016 

 
 

1418 Progressive 
Democratic 

Party 

19 6 4 quotes 
All quotes 

support gun 
control. 

 

Similarly to the article before, this is an opinion article published after the mass shooting in                

Orlando. This is a significantly longer article than Article 1 and has a higher number of                

opinionated evaluations and references to political parties. However, it has a lower frequency of              

linguistic bias than the article before and a moderate level of bias in comparison to all the pieces.                  

There is heavy use of rhetoric and storytelling to frame the opinion piece, using a retired                
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historian for an expert source but also attributing and reframing Orlando’s multiculturalism            

through a Democrat senator. The article then transitions into promoting gun control through             

anecdotes and storytelling, discussing the shooting as a result of poor gun legislation. Its bias is                

often subtle, sometimes exemplified in short statements such as the gun being ‘legally and              

swiftly purchased’ before discussing the political implications of the situation. The four quotes             

present in the article all support gun control, some of these originating from the individuals               

whose backstories were extensively narrated prior. The article, a piece of long-form journalism,             

crafts a story through certain ‘characters’ that eventually evolves into a piece promoting gun              

reform that has 6 positive statements regarding Democratic politicians. 

 
3: Kavanaugh sworn in as 114th Supreme Court justice, hours 

after Senate votes to confirm 
 

Link: https://www.foxnews.com/politics/kavanaugh-sworn-in-as-114th-supreme-court-justice-hours-after-senate-votes-to-confirm  

Title Publicatio
n 

Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstanti

ated 
opinions/ev

aluative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 

party/ideol
ogy and 

politicians 

Other 
elements  

Kavanaugh 
sworn in as 

114th Supreme 
Court justice, 

hours after 
Senate votes to 

confirm 

Fox News October 
6, 2018 

 

1209 Conservativ
e  

Republican 
Party 

5 18 13 quotes 
Balanced 
between 

Democrat 
and 

Republican 
individuals 

 

 
This is the most recent article used in this content analysis, published by Fox News and                

consisting of 1209 words. It concerns Brett Kavanaugh being sworn into the Supreme Court, a               

controversial process that divided American society along partisan lines. There is a relatively low              

level of partisan bias within this piece, as the 13 quotes present throughout are balanced in their                 

perspective and originating from both Democrat and Republican politicians. The opinion piece            
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has minimal use of storytelling and rhetorical devices, with only 2 evaluative statements in this               

long piece that is mostly objective. However, the concluding sections of the piece contain greater               

subjectivity, evoking empathy for Kavanaugh and painting the Democrat efforts as futile and             

ill-intentioned. 

 

4: Kavanaugh Is Sworn In After Close Confirmation Vote in 
Senate 

Link: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/06/us/politics/brett-kavanaugh-supreme-court.html  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstant

iated 
opinions/ev

aluative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 
party/ideol

ogy and 
politicians 

Other 
elements  

Kavanaugh 
Is Sworn In 
After Close 
Confirmatio

n Vote in 
Senate 

The New 
York Times 

October 6, 
2018 

 
 

1845 Progressive 
Democratic 

Party 

8 17 12 quotes 
8 quotes in 
favour of 

publication’
s agenda. 

 

 
This article was one of the longest analysed in this content analysis, also covering the               

swearing-in of Judge Brett Kavanaugh to the United States Supreme Court. It features a              

moderately high level of linguistic partisan bias, favouring progressive causes and the            

Democratic party’s effort to hinder the nomination of Kavanaugh. The article does outline the              

entire process and controversies that surrounded Kavanaugh but shows a tendency to oppose his              

nomination. Even his process of swearing-in is layered with rhetoric and subjective language             

exemplified in, ‘As a chorus of women in the Senate’s public galleries repeatedly interrupted the               

proceedings with cries of “Shame!,” somber-looking senators voted 50 to 48’. Politically            

opinionated statements are present throughout the article, which uses 12 quotes; 8 of these quotes               

align with the article’s views of opposing Kavanaugh’s inauguration. Additionally, the piece            

comments on the influence of social media movements and partisanship on these platforms,             

referencing the role of the #MeToo and #BeersforBrett movements in rallying public support.             
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These highlight political polarisation in the Digital Age and assists in understanding the             

intertwined dynamic between the aforementioned concept and partisan journalism, heavily          

influential in forming the Central Material of my PIP. 

 

5: The Strange War the US is not Winning 
Link: http://www.oldmagazinearticles.com/article-summary/not-winning-vietnam#.XMf1uOgzaUk  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstanti

ated 
opinions/ev

aluative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 

party/ideol
ogy and 

politicians 

Other 
elements  

The Strange 
War the US 

is not 
Winning 

U.S News 
and World 

Report 

September 
30, 1963 

 
 

1046  Progressive 
Anti-interve

ntionist 

8 0 
(3 mentions 

of 
Communis

m) 

2 quotes- 
against 

intervention 
1 political 

cartoon 
 

 
‘The Strange War the US is not Winning’ is a feature article by the US News and World Report                   

that follows an eyewitness report of the Vietnam War through the perspective of the reporter.               

The first-person perspective inherently presents a level of spectator bias but veiled as an              

objective depiction, framed within an overarching narrative of the reporter’s experiences. The            

piece, presented as news, is essentially a promotion of non-interventionism that incorporates two             

quotes that also oppose the US’ involvement in Vietnam. There is a higher quantity of evaluative                

and opinionated statements in this article compared to the other pieces analysed. There is no               

partisan bias, with no mentions of political parties, but an ingrained ideological bias towards              

non-interventionism. Additionally, the incorporation of a satirical cartoon supplements the          

article’s agenda to lament America’s involvement, and so do the 2 quotes that portray the               

military involvement negatively. This piece does refer to the Vietnam War’s adverse impact on              

exacerbating political polarisation within American society, a notion corroborated by the           

secondary research conducted for this Personal Interest Project. In summation, this article            

features a heavy ideological bias against America’s involvement in the Vietnam War,            

concomitantly shedding light on the nation’s consequent social divide. 
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6:  ‘Unrepresented’ Demand End to War in Vietnam 
Link: http://www.southerncourier.org/hi-res/Vol1_No05_1965_08_13.pdf  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of  
unsubstanti

ated 
opinions/ev

aluative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 

party/ideol
ogy and 

politicians 

Other 
elements  

 
‘Unrepresen

ted’ 
Demand 

End to War 
in Vietnam 

 

Southern 
Courier 

 

August 13, 
1965 

 
 

302 Progressive 
Anti-interve

ntionist 

5 0 
 

1 quote 
From 

protest 
group 

 

 
The publication of this piece, the Southern Courier, alludes to the political biases present              

throughout this article. The non-interventionist perspective mimics that of the previous article,            

communicating the perspective of protestors and demonstrators against the US’ involvement in            

the Vietnam War. While the language does not comprise of an explicit partisan bias, this piece                

engages in selective exposure, only providing 1 quote and all perspectives promulgating the             

publication’s agenda. Only the opinions of the protestors are presented, and the article             

incorporates the Civil Rights movement in its coverage of the demonstrations. This Vietnam             

War-era piece also mentions the political and ideological polarisation rife in American society at              

the time, creating an ideological rift between segments of the population that supported the war               

and those that opposed it. It depicts the Government as an antagonist force through subjective               

and opinionated statements such as its stance on intervention ‘creates a belief that killing is all                

right to preserve a desirable situation’. This article assists in my research by elucidating on the                

nature of selective exposure within an ideologically biased article published in a time of              

prominent political polarisation. 
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7:  The Biggest dovecote in US history 
Link: https://www.theguardian.com/world/1969/oct/16/usa.fromthearchive  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstanti

ated 
opinions/ev

aluative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 

party/ideol
ogy and 

politicians 

Other 
elements  

The Biggest 
dovecote in 
US history 

 

The 
Guardian 

 

October 16, 
1969 

 
 
 
 

699  
 

Progressive 
Anti-interve

ntionist 

4 8 
 

6 quotes 
All in 

support, 
explicit or 
implicit, of 
pulling out 
of the war. 

 

‘The Biggest dovecote in US history’ is an opinion piece published by The Guardian during the                

anti-war demonstrations with regards to the Vietnam War. Unlike the other Vietnam War             

articles, this piece opposes military intervention but also supports the Democratic Party. It covers              

the demonstrations, shown to have the ‘support of 80 Senators and Congressman’ and focusing              

on 8 individuals specifically, most of whom have coinciding opinions with the Guardian’s stance              

against the US’ intervention in the war. Out of the 6 quotes, 5 support the demonstrations, a                 

microcosm of this piece’s selective use of sources and evidence in its coverage of the               

demonstrations, only depicting one perspective on the demonstrations rather than providing an            

objective view. This feature article is also cognizant of the stark political polarisation present              

within the nation, but also supports the hypothesis of this investigation and its secondary              

research by explicitly referencing the ubiquity of partisan journalism at the time. The article              

states that ‘Leading articles in newspapers throughout the United States today also showed             

deeply divided opinions.’, later delving into the contrasting opinions presented by various news             

publications on the moratorium, such as the New York Times and New York Daily News. This                

article has been especially helpful in evincing on the state of partisan journalism and its               

relationship to political polarisation during the Vietnam War, as well as the phenomenon of              

selective exposure. 
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8:  Domestic issues aired By Nixon and Kennedy in first debate 
Link: https://www.upi.com/Archives/1960/09/27/Domestic-issues-aired-By-Nixon-and-Kennedy-in-first-debate/6714252172103/  

 

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstanti

ated 
opinions/ev

aluative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 
party/ideol

ogy and 
politicians 

Other 
elements  

Domestic 
issues aired 
By Nixon 

and 
Kennedy in 
first debate 

 

United Press 
International 

 
 
 

September 
27, 1960 

 
 
 
 

335 
 

Neutral 0 2 
 

1 quote 
from 

Democratic 
supporter 

 

 
  

This is a fairly objective news report published by United Press International, covering the              

presidential debate between Richard Nixon and John F. Kennedy. It is the shortest article,              

amounting to 335 words, with no evaluative statements and a low level of bias overall. The two                 

political figures named, the debaters, are both portrayed with a great level of accuracy and               

integrity, with a minimal level of partisan bias. However, the 1 quote within the piece is from a                  

Democratic supporter, and the single instance of a Republican perspective provided is refuted             

immediately. Ultimately, this article has relatively low levels of partisan bias and is mostly              

objective, but does highlight the subtle mannerisms of journalism in portraying certain pieces of              

evidence that suit the publication’s ideological alignments. 
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9:  The Conservative Opposition 
Link: http://www.oldmagazinearticles.com/George-Sokolsky-onFDR-pdf  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstant

iated 
opinions/ev

aluative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 
party/ideol

ogy and 
politicians 

Other 
elements  

The 
Conservativ

e 
Opposition 

New 
Outlook 

 
 

September 
1934 

 

2187 
 

Progressive  
Democratic 

Party 

25 29 
 

3 quotes 
 

 

 
This opinion piece is the longest article studied in this content analysis, and is essentially a                

hit-piece on President Franklin D. Roosevelt and his welfare reforms known as ‘The New Deal’.               

This New Outlook article is heavily biased, with a strong partisan inclination towards             

progressive ideals. It contains 3 quotes that support its lamentation of FDR, with 25 politically               

opinionated statements and 29 references to politicians. The partisan bias in this article is not               

veiled and is quite explicit, opposing FDR’s apparent shift towards conservative legislation and a              

weakening on social welfare distribution within ‘The New Deal’. There is a heavy use of partisan                

rhetoric, and the article comprises of several advertisements, some of which are for political              

campaigns (mostly progressive, similar to the publication’s agenda). The linguistic bias is            

unabashed, such as the title of ‘The Conservative Opposition’, providing insight into the             

sociopolitical zeitgeist of the 1930s and the nature of political polarisation due to its ideological               

bias. 
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Key findings 

- Modern articles often showed a greater level of subtlety in their partisan bias, but had a                

greater level of partiality in their language. They also incorporate elements of social             

media such as tweets and posts, wherein these often support the political agendas of these               

articles. 

- Older articles displayed greater explicitness in their political bias, but levels of            

partisanship are comparatively lower to contemporary pieces. 

- Quotes and evidence usually supports a publication’s agenda, regardless of the time            

period, and are selectively chosen to create certain perceptions. 

- Modern articles also reference political parties and politicians with a greater level of             

frequency, often accompanied by evaluations and subjective remarks. 

- Ideological and media bias were particularly prominent during the Vietnam War. Feature            

articles during this time often referenced the political polarisation that permeated           

American society, as well as an exacerbation of partisanship in journalism consequent to             

the US’ involvement in the Vietnam War. 

- While levels of media bias have fluctuated, partisanship in news reporting, with trends             

such as political vilification and ‘hit-pieces’, has been present in the American            

journalistic landscape for decades. 
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Focus Group Summary and Quotes 
Duration: 84 minutes Date: 25 May, 2019 
 
The focus group was conducted in a conference room located in a public library, and was useful                 

in illuminating micro-level interactions with partisan media and the role of social media in              

affirming confirmation biases. I put a strong focus on ensuring that there was ideological              

diversity present within the participants, as well as variety in their media consumption patterns,              

partisan allegiances, and age brackets. A sufficient breadth and equality in gender representation             

and partisanship was ensured, which facilitated healthy discourse on topics in relation my PIP’s              

hypothesis. The primary weakness of this research method was its utilisation of Australian             

participants as opposed to my study’s focus on the United States of America, which renders               

some of the findings as irrelevant. However, it was still extremely useful in understanding the               

nature of polarisation and the role of technology in perpetuating misinformation in relation to              

individual interactions with social media, thus shedding light on my hypothesis. Participants’            

names are kept as anonymous at their behest, and I outlined the nature of the focus group and                  

how its conclusions would be used in my PIP, ensuring that consent and confidentiality were               

acquired to ensure ethical conduct. 

 

Participant Gender Age Political Leanings 

A Male 18 Conservative 

B Female 29 Progressive 

C Male 53 Progressive 

D Male 17 Centre 

E Male 30 Conservative 

F Female 23 Centre 

G Female  18 Progressive 

H Female 34 Conservative 
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Questions 

1. Do you follow the news? 

a. All eight participants regularly followed the news. 

2. Where do you receive your information about social issues and current affairs? Is it 

online, social media, news publications, etc?  

a. All participants received at least some news from social media, while three 

participants received a majority of their news from traditional news publications. 

However, even these participants followed social media accounts for these outlets 

when following the news.  

b. A consensus was reached that their understanding of social issues and current 

affairs was shaped predominantly on the basis of the perspectives expressed in the 

publications they consumed. 

3. Would you consider yourself politically active? Do you have firm political beliefs 

and do you keep up with politics regularly? 

a. Five participants expressed firm political beliefs, believing their partisan 

allegiances to ‘be for parties that want better for this country’. These five 

participants followed politics regularly and passionately, while the other three 

participants (B, F, H) only sometimes engaged with politics and had less firm 

opinions on social issues. 

4. Do you think that journalism has always had a political bias? What role does social 

media play in this? 

a. A consensus was reached that was encapsulated by Participant A’s aphorism that            

‘social media and online platforms have exacerbated the spread of          

misinformation’. Discussions took place where participants agreed that social         

media served as conduit to traditional partisan news, with anecdotes exchanged on            

the various methods of audience manipulation to attract viewers, including          

clickbait headlines, edited images, sponsored posts, etc. 
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5. Do you think people are more divided along political lines? Is free speech 

suppressed more and is tolerance of differing opinions on the rise/decline? 

a. Focus group participants believed polarisation to have reached detrimental levels          

in contemporary society and identified a clear link to technological advancements.           

Their opinions were subdued in reference to free speech, while Participants E and             

D expressed that free speech was easily expressed through the Internet, but often             

confined to those in agreement. 

6. What do you think contributes to this? What factors? 

a. Participant H - ‘the role of consumerism and commercialisation of journalism has            

led to the news serving the interests of readers rather than conveying the truth’.              

This sentiment was shared by most of the participants, who indicated that            

economic factors and the role of the editor. Participant B also highlighted the             

symbiotic relationship between micro-level polarisation impacting the behaviour        

of media corporations to maintain readerships and politicians to appease voters on            

a macro-level, thus influencing micro-level interacts again. 

7. Do you think that political polarisation and partisan journalism are prevalent in 

America? Why? 

a. Six participants believed that polarisation and media bias are prevalent in the            

United States, with participants D and E citing that they were unsure. Participant             

B stated that the accessibility of news on social media has led to division, saying               

that ‘so many different options to be exposed to news means that there are more               

viewpoints and more sources for fake news to spread, and people are divided by              

more factors than ever before’. Selective exposure theory and confirmation bias           

were explained to the participants, who discussed the underlying sociological          

factors that drive an individual to fringe networks and echo chambers for a sense              

of collective identity. Participant G linked this to partisan misinformation, citing           

that ‘our confirmation bias and the way social media presents content to us makes              

sure we only see news stories that align with our political views, regardless of              

their accuracy’. 
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Questionnaire 
The following questionnaire was distributed through online platforms and social media with            

Australian and American audiences. Some of the relevance of this research method is hindered              

due to the statistical misrepresentation of Australians with reference my PIP focusing on an              

American context, but it was still useful in analysing media consumption habits and the nature               

polarisation and partisanship. The aforementioned impediment was overcome by disseminating          

this questionnaire on American forums and social media pages. 
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A. Content Analysis 

 

A.1: After the Pulse Club Massacre, It’s Time for Gays to Come 
Home to Republican Party 

Link: https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2016/06/13/pulse-club-massacre-time-gays-come-home-republican-party/  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leaning 

No. of 
unsubstantia

ted 
opinions/eval

uative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 
party/ideol

ogy and 
politicians 

Other elements 

After the 
Pulse Club 
Massacre, 
It’s Time 

for Gays to 
Come 

Home to 
Republican 

Party 

Breitbart News 
 
 

June 13, 
2016 

 
 

503 Conservative  
Republican 

Party 

15 5 2 Tweets 
included 

 

This opinion article features a heavy bias towards the Republican party, essentially serving as an               
invitation to join the party. It analyses the aftermath and fallout from the Pulse Nightclub               
Shootings in Orlando, concluding that more people should join the Republican Party. The article              
utilises three individual stories, all of whom support the article’s promotion of the party,              
ultimately presenting a skewed view of the situation. Additionally, the article makes 15             
opinionated statements in 503 words, which is some of the highest frequencies analysed in all the                
pieces studied. The piece adopts a personal voice and anecdotes inherently subjective in its              
propaganda, making 5 heavily evaluative statements on lamenting the ‘left’ and promulgating the             
views of the ‘right’. The incorporation of tweets highlights the heavy incorporation and influence              
of social media in news reporting, but also alludes to this article’s selective use of evidence to                 
suit its agenda. This is essentially a piece of partisan propaganda, politicising the situation              
heavily and engaging with identity politics. 

 
A.2: Realising It’s a Small, Terrifying World After All 

Link: https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/21/us/orlando-shooting-america.html  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstantia

No. of 
mentions of 

Other 
elements  
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ted 
opinions/eval

uative 
statements 

a political 
party/ideolo

gy and 
politicians 

Realising 
It’s a 

Small, 
Terrifyin
g World 
After All 

The New 
York Times 

June 20, 2016 
 
 

1418 Progressive 
Democratic 

Party 

19 6 4 quotes 
All quotes 

support 
gun 

control. 

 

Similarly to the article before, this is an opinion article published after the mass shooting in                
Orlando. This is a significantly longer article than Article 1 and has a higher number of                
opinionated evaluations and references to political parties. However, it has a lower frequency of              
linguistic bias than the article before and a moderate level of bias in comparison to all the pieces.                  
There is heavy use of rhetoric and storytelling to frame the opinion piece, using a retired                
historian for an expert source but also attributing and reframing Orlando’s multiculturalism            
through a Democrat senator. The article then transitions into promoting gun control through             
anecdotes and storytelling, discussing the shooting as a result of poor gun legislation. Its bias is                
often subtle, sometimes exemplified in short statements such as the gun being ‘legally and              
swiftly purchased’ before discussing the political implications of the situation. The four quotes             
present in the article all support gun control, some of these originating from the individuals               
whose backstories were extensively narrated prior. The article, a piece of long-form journalism,             
crafts a story through certain ‘characters’ that eventually evolves into a piece promoting gun              
reform that has 6 positive statements regarding Democratic politicians. 
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A.3: Kavanaugh sworn in as 114th Supreme Court justice, hours 
after Senate votes to confirm 

 
Link: https://www.foxnews.com/politics/kavanaugh-sworn-in-as-114th-supreme-court-justice-hours-after-senate-votes-to-confirm  

Title Publicati
on 

Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstantiate

d 
opinions/evalua
tive statements 

No. of 
mentions of a 

political 
party/ideology 
and politicians 

Other 
elements  

Kavanaugh 
sworn in as 

114th 
Supreme 

Court 
justice, 

hours after 
Senate votes 
to confirm 

Fox News October 6, 
2018 

 

1209 Conservative  
Republican 

Party 

5 18 13 quotes 
Balanced 
between 

Democrat and 
Republican 
individuals 

 

 
This is the most recent article used in this content analysis, published by Fox News and                
consisting of 1209 words. It concerns Brett Kavanaugh being sworn into the Supreme Court, a               
controversial process that divided American society along partisan lines. There is a relatively low              
level of partisan bias within this piece, as the 13 quotes present throughout are balanced in their                 
perspective and originating from both Democrat and Republican politicians. The opinion piece            
has minimal use of storytelling and rhetorical devices, with only 2 evaluative statements in this               
long piece that is mostly objective. However, the concluding sections of the piece contain greater               
subjectivity, evoking empathy for Kavanaugh and painting the Democrat efforts as futile and             
ill-intentioned. 
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A.4: Kavanaugh Is Sworn In After Close Confirmation Vote in 
Senate 

Link: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/06/us/politics/brett-kavanaugh-supreme-court.html  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstantia

ted 
opinions/eval

uative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 

party/ideolo
gy and 

politicians 

Other 
elements  

Kavanaugh 
Is Sworn In 
After Close 
Confirmatio

n Vote in 
Senate 

The New 
York Times 

October 6, 
2018 

 
 

1845 Progressive 
Democratic 

Party 

8 17 12 quotes 
8 quotes in 
favour of 

publication
’s agenda. 

 

 
This article was one of the longest analysed in this content analysis, also covering the               
swearing-in of Judge Brett Kavanaugh to the United States Supreme Court. It features a              
moderately high level of linguistic partisan bias, favouring progressive causes and the            
Democratic party’s effort to hinder the nomination of Kavanaugh. The article does outline the              
entire process and controversies that surrounded Kavanaugh but shows a tendency to oppose his              
nomination. Even his process of swearing-in is layered with rhetoric and subjective language             
exemplified in, ‘As a chorus of women in the Senate’s public galleries repeatedly interrupted the               
proceedings with cries of “Shame!,” somber-looking senators voted 50 to 48’. Politically            
opinionated statements are present throughout the article, which uses 12 quotes; 8 of these quotes               
align with the article’s views of opposing Kavanaugh’s inauguration. Additionally, the piece            
comments on the influence of social media movements and partisanship on these platforms,             
referencing the role of the #MeToo and #BeersforBrett movements in rallying public support.             
These highlight political polarisation in the Digital Age and assists in understanding the             
intertwined dynamic between the aforementioned concept and partisan journalism, heavily          
influential in forming the Central Material of my PIP. 
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A.5: The Strange War the US is not Winning 
Link: http://www.oldmagazinearticles.com/article-summary/not-winning-vietnam#.XMf1uOgzaUk  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstantia

ted 
opinions/eval

uative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 

party/ideolo
gy and 

politicians 

Other 
elements  

The 
Strange 
War the 

US is not 
Winning 

U.S News 
and World 

Report 

September 
30, 1963 

 
 

1046  Progressive 
Anti-interventio

nist 

8 0 
(3 mentions 

of 
Communism) 

2 quotes 
Both against 
intervention. 
1 political 

cartoon 
1 map 

 

 
‘The Strange War the US is not Winning’ is a feature article by the US News and World Report                   
that follows an eyewitness report of the Vietnam War through the perspective of the reporter.               
The first-person perspective inherently presents a level of spectator bias but veiled as an              
objective depiction, framed within an overarching narrative of the reporter’s experiences. The            
piece, presented as news, is essentially a promotion of non-interventionism that incorporates two             
quotes that also oppose the US’ involvement in Vietnam. There is a higher quantity of evaluative                
and opinionated statements in this article compared to the other pieces analysed. There is no               
partisan bias, with no mentions of political parties, but an ingrained ideological bias towards              
non-interventionism. Additionally, the incorporation of a satirical cartoon supplements the          
article’s agenda to lament America’s involvement, and so do the 2 quotes that portray the               
military involvement negatively. This piece does refer to the Vietnam War’s adverse impact on              
exacerbating political polarisation within American society, a notion corroborated by the           
secondary research conducted for this Personal Interest Project. In summation, this article            
features a heavy ideological bias against America’s involvement in the Vietnam War,            
concomitantly shedding light on the nation’s consequent social divide. 
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A.6:  ‘Unrepresented’ Demand End to War in Vietnam 
Link: http://www.southerncourier.org/hi-res/Vol1_No05_1965_08_13.pdf  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of  
unsubstantia

ted 
opinions/eval

uative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 

party/ideolo
gy and 

politicians 

Other 
elements  

 
‘Unrepre
sented’ 
Demand 
End to 
War in 

Vietnam 
 

Southern 
Courier 

 

August 13, 
1965 

 
 

302 Progressive 
Anti-interventio

nist 

5 0 
 

1 quote 
From protest 

group 

 

 
The publication of this piece, the Southern Courier, alludes to the political biases present              
throughout this article. The non-interventionist perspective mimics that of the previous article,            
communicating the perspective of protestors and demonstrators against the US’ involvement in            
the Vietnam War. While the language does not comprise of an explicit partisan bias, this piece                
engages in selective exposure, only providing 1 quote and all perspectives promulgating the             
publication’s agenda. Only the opinions of the protestors are presented, and the article             
incorporates the Civil Rights movement in its coverage of the demonstrations. This Vietnam             
War-era piece also mentions the political and ideological polarisation rife in American society at              
the time, creating an ideological rift between segments of the population that supported the war               
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and those that opposed it. It depicts the Government as an antagonist force through subjective               
and opinionated statements such as its stance on intervention ‘creates a belief that killing is all                
right to preserve a desirable situation’. This article assists in my research by elucidating on the                
nature of selective exposure within an ideologically biased article published in a time of              
prominent political polarisation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A.7:  The Biggest dovecote in US history 
Link: https://www.theguardian.com/world/1969/oct/16/usa.fromthearchive  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstantia

ted 
opinions/eval

uative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 

party/ideolo
gy and 

politicians 

Other 
elements  

The 
Biggest 
dovecot
e in US 
history 

 

The Guardian 
 

October 16, 
1969 

 
 
 
 

699  
 

Progressive 
Anti-interventio

nist 

4 8 
 

6 quotes 
All in 

support, 
explicit or 
implicit, of 

pulling out of 
the war. 

 

‘The Biggest dovecote in US history’ is an opinion piece published by The Guardian during the                
anti-war demonstrations with regards to the Vietnam War. Unlike the other Vietnam War             
articles, this piece opposes military intervention but also supports the Democratic Party. It covers              
the demonstrations, shown to have the ‘support of 80 Senators and Congressman’ and focusing              
on 8 individuals specifically, most of whom have coinciding opinions with the Guardian’s stance              
against the US’ intervention in the war. Out of the 6 quotes, 5 support the demonstrations, a                 
microcosm of this piece’s selective use of sources and evidence in its coverage of the               
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demonstrations, only depicting one perspective on the demonstrations rather than providing an            
objective view. This feature article is also cognizant of the stark political polarisation present              
within the nation, but also supports the hypothesis of this investigation and its secondary              
research by explicitly referencing the ubiquity of partisan journalism at the time. The article              
states that ‘Leading articles in newspapers throughout the United States today also showed             
deeply divided opinions.’, later delving into the contrasting opinions presented by various news             
publications on the moratorium, such as the New York Times and New York Daily News. This                
article has been especially helpful in evincing on the state of partisan journalism and its               
relationship to political polarisation during the Vietnam War, as well as the phenomenon of              
selective exposure. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A.8:  Domestic issues aired By Nixon and Kennedy in first 
debate 

Link: https://www.upi.com/Archives/1960/09/27/Domestic-issues-aired-By-Nixon-and-Kennedy-in-first-debate/6714252172103/  

Title Publication Date Words  Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstantia

ted 
opinions/eval

uative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 

party/ideolo
gy and 

politicians 

Other element

Domestic 
issues aired 
By Nixon 

and Kennedy 
in first 
debate 

 

United Press 
International 

 
 
 

September 
27, 1960 

 
 
 
 

335 
 

Neutral 0 2 
 

1 quote from 
Democratic 
supporter 
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This is a fairly objective news report published by United Press International, covering the              
presidential debate between Richard Nixon and John F. Kennedy. It is the shortest article,              
amounting to 335 words, with no evaluative statements and a low level of bias overall. The two                 
political figures named, the debaters, are both portrayed with a great level of accuracy and               
integrity, with a minimal level of partisan bias. However, the 1 quote within the piece is from a                  
Democratic supporter, and the single instance of a Republican perspective provided is refuted             
immediately. Ultimately, this article has relatively low levels of partisan bias and is mostly              
objective, but does highlight the subtle mannerisms of journalism in portraying certain pieces of              
evidence that suit the publication’s ideological alignments. 
 

A.9:  The Conservative Opposition 
Link: http://www.oldmagazinearticles.com/George-Sokolsky-onFDR-pdf  

Title Publication Date Word
s  

Ideological 
Leanings 

No. of 
unsubstantia

ted 
opinions/eval

uative 
statements 

No. of 
mentions of 
a political 

party/ideolo
gy and 

politicians 

Other 
elements  

The 
Conservative 
Opposition 

 

New Outlook 
 
 
 

September 
1934 

 
 

 

2187 
 

Progressive  
Democratic 

Party 

25 29 
 

3 quotes 
 

 

 

 
 
This opinion piece is the longest article studied in this content analysis, essentially a hit-piece on                
President Franklin D. Roosevelt and his welfare reforms known as ‘The New Deal’. This New               
Outlook article is heavily biased, with a strong partisan inclination towards progressive ideals. It              
contains 3 quotes that support its lamentation of FDR, with 25 politically opinionated statements              
and 29 references to politicians. The partisan bias in this article is not veiled and is quite explicit,                  
opposing FDR’s apparent shift towards conservative legislation and a weakening on social            
welfare distribution within ‘The New Deal’. There is a heavy use of partisan rhetoric, and the                
article comprises of several advertisements, some of which are for political campaigns (mostly             
progressive, similar to the publication’s agenda). The linguistic bias is unabashed, such as the              
title of ‘The Conservative Opposition’, providing insight into the sociopolitical zeitgeist of the             
1930s and the nature of political polarisation due to its ideological bias. 
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B. Questionnaire 
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C. Focus Group Summary and Quotes 

Duration: 84 minutes Date: 25 May, 2019 
 

Participant Gender Age Political Leanings 

A Male 18 Conservative 

B Female 29 Progressive 

C Male 53 Progressive 

D Male 17 Centre 

E Male 30 Conservative 

F Female 23 Centre 

G Female  18 Progressive 

H Female 34 Conservative 

 

Questions 

8. Do you follow the news? 

a. All eight participants regularly followed the news. 

9. Where do you receive your information about social issues and current affairs? Is it 

online, social media, news publications, etc?  
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a. All participants received at least some news from social media, while three 

participants received a majority of their news from traditional news publications. 

However, even these participants followed social media accounts for these outlets 

when following the news.  

b. A consensus was reached that their understanding of social issues and current 

affairs was shaped predominantly on the basis of the perspectives expressed in the 

publications they consumed. 

10. Would you consider yourself politically active? Do you have firm political beliefs 

and do you keep up with politics regularly? 

a. Five participants expressed firm political beliefs, believing their partisan 

allegiances to ‘be for parties that want better for this country’. These five 

participants followed politics regularly and passionately, while the other three 

participants (B, F, H) only sometimes engaged with politics and had less firm 

opinions on social issues. 

11. Do you think that journalism has always had a political bias? What role does social 

media play in this? 

a. A consensus was reached that was encapsulated by Participant A’s aphorism that            

‘social media and online platforms have exacerbated the spread of          

misinformation’. Discussions took place where participants agreed that social         

media served as conduit to traditional partisan news, with anecdotes exchanged on            

the various methods of audience manipulation to attract viewers, including          

clickbait headlines, edited images, sponsored posts, etc. 

12. Do you think people are more divided along political lines? Is free speech 

suppressed more and is tolerance of differing opinions on the rise/decline? 

a. Focus group participants believed polarisation to have reached detrimental levels          

in contemporary society and identified a clear link to technological advancements.           

Their opinions were subdued in reference to free speech, while Participants E and             

D expressed that free speech was easily expressed through the Internet, but often             

confined to those in agreement. 
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13. What do you think contributes to this? What factors? 

a. Participant H - ‘the role of consumerism and commercialisation of journalism has            

led to the news serving the interests of readers rather than conveying the truth’.              

This sentiment was shared by most of the participants, who indicated that            

economic factors and the role of the editor.  

b. Participant B also highlighted the symbiotic relationship between micro-level         

polarisation impacting the behaviour of media corporations to maintain         

readerships and politicians to appease voters on a macro-level, thus influencing           

micro-level interacts again. 

14. Do you think that political polarisation and partisan journalism are prevalent in 

America? Why? 

a. Six participants believed that polarisation and media bias are prevalent in the            

United States, with participants D and E citing that they were unsure. Participant             

B stated that the accessibility of news on social media has led to division, saying               

that ‘so many different options to be exposed to news means that there are more               

viewpoints and more sources for fake news to spread, and people are divided by              

more factors than ever before’. 

b. Selective exposure theory and confirmation bias were explained to the          

participants, who discussed the underlying sociological factors that drive an          

individual to fringe networks and echo chambers for a sense of collective identity.             

Participant G linked this to partisan misinformation, citing that ‘our confirmation           

bias and the way social media presents content to us makes sure we only see news                

stories that align with our political views, regardless of their accuracy’. 
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